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ABSTRACT

The Gödel-lypo Rieinunnian manifold» are examined under two
different assumptions on the algebraic slructuro of tho e no r# y-moment um
tonuor. All Go'dol-typo munifold» of either Setfro' lypu CJ,(111)3 <>'' C d . l l i n uro
shown to be apacotime-honiogoneous. A generalization of Bampi-Zordan theorem
is presented. All Gödel-typo liiemunnian inanifoldH of the algebraic tnchyon
fluid type ure ahuwn to be conformully flat and inonictric to Hebou^uH-Tioiiuio
model. The conforiuul form of KeboucatJ-Tionmo motric in given.

Key-words: GBdel-type models; Rotation; Segri types; Algebraic computation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

From a theoretical point of view, the new typo of cosinological

solution of Einstein's equations discussed by Godol l in 1949 is particularly

important und has given rise to a noticeable stimulus to the investigation of

rotating cosmojogical spacetimos. Tho Godol model is a dust solution with

cosinological constant A, but it can also bo interpreted as a stiff matter

perfect fluid solution ( p = P ) without cosiitological constant. The Gòdol line

element can be put into the form

ds2 = Cdt + H(x)dy 32 _ ü2(x)dy2 _ dx2 - dZ2 (1.1)

with

11 = e-«« , D = - £ | * (1.2)

and

m2 = 2O2 = - 2A, (1.3)

where m is a constant and O is the rotation of the matter. It is homogeneous

in space and time (hereafter called ST-hoinogencous). Actually it admits a five

parameters group of motion (G6) having u subgroup of isolropy or ono

dimension (Hi).

It is assumed in General Rclulivity that causality holds locally. Tho

global question, however, is left open and tho violation of causality in large

scale is not excluded. The Godel model is perhaps the best known example of a

cosmological solution of Einstein's equations in which causality may bo

violuted. Tho problem of causality in nil Godol-typo ST-homogcncouR

Ricinannian manifolds was takon up by Tiomno and Koboueas 2 in IÜ83. They

have iiliown that the causality features of UIOHO ypncotiiiu.-H depend upon two

pnruinoUirs m and 0 . For iu2 < 0 there is an infinite number of succruwivc

cauuol and noncausal regions. For Ü < nfi < 4i>2 there exists only one

noncausal region. Finally, for ni2 * 4i)2 there is no broakdown of causality of

Godol-lypo. They have nluo found tho first exact Godel-lypc solution of

Einstein's equations describing a causal, ST-homogeneous and rotating

universe, corresponding to the limiting case in2 = 4fl2. In a recent paper,

Teixeira ol al 3 hove shown that lhe Uebouçaa-Tioiimo solution has a

sovon-parnmotor maximal group of motions (G7) while tho romaining

ST-homogenoous Godol-lypo rotating «pucotimes have a G6 tho breakdown

of counality was avoided only through a more symmetric model. -

Although ono can consider the Goc'i.'l-typo metric (1.1) as a g(x>d

•tarting point in tho search for more general rotating models, an fur aa
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porfoct fluid in concornod, howovor, thiM is not true HB was shown by Bumpi

and Zordun * . i n other words, under Iho OBBumption thai Iho

enorgy-inomontum tensor ia that of u porfoct fluid, by a straightforward

integration of Einstein's field equulions thoy huvo roducod Iho whole v.lnun of

posHibio solutions to a sot of throe tnodejs; then, after a longhly and ralhur

cumborKomo calculation, they havo shown that tho throe remaining models arc

isoiiiotric lo the Cjüdul universe.

The null tetrad formalism developed by Newman and Ponrosc 5

(hereafter called NP) has been shown to bo not only powerful but also an

adequote tool when on has to deal with various aspects and calculations in

General Relativity. It has also been very useful in tho construction of exact

solutions of Einstein's equations 6 and provides a framework for the

investigation of invariant properties of the gravitational field 6,7,8 . Moreover,

the algebraic properties of the Weyl and Ricci tonsors can be easily discussed.

Using the NP null tetrad techniques wo shall examine the Gödel-type

Bpacetimes (1.1) under two different assumptions on the Sogro type algebraic

structure of the energy-momentum tensor. We prove that all Gödel-type

manifolds of either Segré" P,(111)3 or Segro' CO»11)13 »re ST-homogeneous. As

a consequence a proof emerge« for a go no rn I i/.at ion of Bampi-'/ordun theorem ''.

We show that all algebraic lachyon fluid type Riomamiiiiri spucelimos (1.1) are

ST-homogeneous, conformally flut and isometric to Rebouças-Tiomno model 2 #

We also exhibit the Weyl conformai form of tho Rcbouças-Tiomno lino element.

In the next Section we discuss the algebraic structure of the

energy-momentum tensor whilst our major results ore presented in the last

Section.

2. ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OP TUB ENERGY-MOMENTUM TENSOR

Our major aim in this Section is to present a brief summary of the

algebraic structure of the onurgy-momenlum luinior in Gunora) Relativity, to

define the nolntion and make our text as self contained as possible. A detailed

and good review on the classification of the; second order symmetric tensors

can be found in Hall 9 .

Let M bo a four-dimensional Rieinannian manifold, endowed with o

Lorenlz molric of signaturo -2 . Let Tp(M) denote the tangent space to M at

p. A» far us General Relativity it* concerned, tho algebraic classification of a

symmetric tensor l w at a point p e M consists of finding real vectors v a c
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Tp(M) and roal numbers X auch that

In a space with n posilivo dofinito metric a roal symmetric matrix cmi

always bo diagonalizod by an orthogonal transformation. However, duo to the;

Lorenlzinn riignuluro of our metric, the eigenvalue problem (2.1) is not the

standard ono well known in linear algebra. Th« I.oronl/.ian character of nur

manifold lends to a moro complicated algebraic structure for T^y, excluding

certain Segro' typo«. An additional «et of SoKi'o types are ruled out by the

dominant uttcr/fy condition ^ . AH n mutter of fact, the So^re' type« which

violate the dominant energy condition also violate the weak eiwrgy condition.

Taking into account the above mentioned restrictions on the

enorgy-momentuin tenHor T ^ , it turna out that the possible Segre'' types arc

either given by

ÇlaKH__ (il : Ll.lllll and its specializations: £1,1(11)], CdilHlUt

Cd.D (1D3, Ci,(iiï)D, Cd. 11)13 and Cd.UDD,

or by

Ç1?M»K...J.U1: C2.11D and itH upcciulizalioriB: [2,(11)3, C(2,1)13 and

whoro the individual digits refer to the multiplicity of the corresponding

eigenvalues, equal eigenvalue» are enclosed in a round bracket, and where in

one h caKo the first digit rofors to the timeliko eigenvalue.

Correnponding to the above Sogre tj'pi.-H the norivuniwhing coiniJoncnL»

of the Ricci spinor '^a\j t̂ ari be, renpoclively, put into the form of one of the

following cfincti '1 .

(.'Inns (I): l<l>co
r'1'22 » *n» ^'os'^'ro' ""•' ' t s »P''<-iali.-ali. »u»: f'I'Or,- Î'-;. ,

and

ClnijH j(] l) : t*ji» *22» *o2=*2o' ""d i l H Hpociali/.alions: 1'1'ijf *22).

{?A\l--A'O2, <l<22) and l* 2 2 ) .

It nhould be noticed that, in virtue of Kinuleiri'ß cqualioriH, the Ricci

tenoor and \,hv energy momentum tensor have the same algebraic structure.

Actually tho oigenvuluos of T ^ differ from tho eigenvnlues of K^ by an

additive constant factor.
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3. MAIN RESULTS AND FINAL REMARKS

Lot M bo a four-dimcriHkmal Rioiiiminian manifold with a Godel-lypo
metric (1.1). Defining at an nrbitrary point of M a complex null tetrad basis 6a

(a = 0, 1, 2, 3) by

e ° = -FT <dt + |Idv + dz) . ftl = 4r (di + "fiy - Jz) .
( I I )

©J = ^ - (Udy - idx) , e 3 = -±- (Ddy + idx),

the line r-lemcnt (1.1) rauy be written as

2 0 1 2 *í
ds = 2 (eu e1 - e*4 oJ) . (3.2)

It is worth mentioning that, in apito of being defined up to a

Lorenlz transformation, the basin (3.1) turns out to be the IIIOKI adequate for

our purpoues.

A rather lenghty but straightforward calculation gives the value of

Weyi spinor Va and Ricci spinor 4 ^ in the frame (3.1). The nonvanishing

components nre given by

jj- ) , *2 = g C -jj ( - jp ) 3 t (3.3)

) 2 -

•oi = *12 = I ( -£" >' ' Í3-6)

where thr; primo ( ' ) indicator; drriviitiv»? wilh ri*:?|»fri:t in x.

The neceHBiiry condition for * a ^ to bo either ulffobruic parted fluid

type or nltfobruic tachyon fluid typo in that the Pieburiuki Bpinor vaniHhoB

idvntically H|12 , viz.,

x = i • ef * . . = 0 . t (3.7)
ubed 4 (ab

However, since 0O2 - 0 , this condition reduces to

• o i
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which, according to eq.(3.C), implies

H
—r- = const. (3.9)

Now for Oujj to bo of algebraic perfect fluid type, in addition to tho

necessary condition (3.8), we have to require that

*oo = * 2 2
; 2*ii • (3.10)

which, according to cqs.(3.4) and (3.5), implies

D"- | j — = const. (3.11)

Similarly, for tho Hicci spinor * a j , to be of algebraic tachyon fluid

typo, besides the condition (3.8), one ha» to demand that

*oo = *22 = ~ 2 * i l . (3.12)

which together with (3.4) and (3.5) lead again to (3.11) . Equations (3.9)

and (3.1J) are nothing but Haychaudhuri-Thakurtn-líebouças-Tionmo necessary

and sufficient conditions for a Godel-type iiiemannian manifold to be

ST-homogoneoua. Thus we have proved tho following theorem:

THEOREM. All Gòdol-typo Kioiunnriian innriifoIdH of either algebraic

perfect fluid type (Segre'type £1,(111)3) or algebraic tachyon fluid type

(Segro' type C(lrll)lD) are ST-honiogcneous.

Actually, for the Scgro' typo C1»(H1)D case eqs. (3.4)-(3.6), (3.8) and

(3.10) furnish

ro2= 2ft2 , (3.13)

w h o - hero and in what follnvn ])"/U H m2 and H'/D ^ '& . Yet, from i'.\.'.\)

we hovo

*. " % - 0 ui!d V2 - - i CT , (3.1.-1)

which means that the Weyl conformai spinor is Pelrov type D. Bqs. (3.9),

(3.11), (3.13) and (3.1-1) characterize the Godel geometry, 'i'huu tin; following

thoorum holdfi:

TIlliORHM. All (lúdol-typo Kieiiianriitui nifiriifoUlH of the n\nv\)iitic,

porfoct fluid typo oro Potrov Typo I) and isometric to lh«» 0«>dol H)>»cotime.

H ÍH worth omphaui/.irig that tho nbovn theorem it; a generalization of

Bnntpi-Zordun ono in that difforont nmttor diitribulions may, in fact, havn

procisoly tho «amo Sogro' typo, OR it has boeri shown by Tupper 13,14 m
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AH for tho algebraic lachyon fluid typo, oqs. (3.4)-(3.6) and (3.12)
imply

m2 = 4O2 , (3.15)

which together with (3.9) and (3.11) defino lhe Rebouças-Tiomno model.

Moreover, from (3.3) one findH that the Weyl upinor Vn vanishes identically.

ThuR HubouyaH-Tioiiitio spacctimo is conforinally flat. Wo can yum up by ulaliti^

the following theorem:

THEOREM. AH Gõdel-type Kicniaríniaii manifolds of the algebraic

tachyon fluid type are conformally flat and isometric to Roboucas-Tiomno

spacetinio.

Even if tho Weyl spinor of a given spacotime is known to be zero,

the explicit transformation loading its mo trie to a conformai form can, in ninny

cases, be rather difficult to find. The Reboucas-Tionmo metric is not an

exception. Wo only montion here, without going inlc details, that tho coordinate

transformation given by

40T
tan (Ot) =

4 + 02(R2 - T2)

40P
sinh (Or) = , (3.16)

C (4 + ft2(T2 - H 2 ) ) 2 + 16 02Z2 3**

• = • - Ot ,

40Z
tan (ft/J =

4 + i)2(T2 - H2)

carries Rebouças-Tiomno metric

d s 2 = C <lt + ^ s i n h 2 ( f t r ) d * ] 2 - -fe 8inh2(^0r)d«l>2 - d r 2 - d z 2 , ( 3 . 1 7 )

to the conformaily flat form

d»2 .- rcr.r.z) [ «IT2 - di-2 - r2 d*2 - d/2 3 , C I . IK)
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r r e

f l (T.P.Z) = C - i -

und

2 2 ** •
H = F + Z . (3.20)

To conclude, wo should liko lo uienliun that, mosl of the calculations

of Ihia paper were checked by using the computer program CLASSI !•• ,

written in the ul^ebraic lunguage SHEEP ^ •
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